Introduction
Intense ion beam generation has been demonstrated in a variety of diode and triode configurations. 1'2'3
The mode in which an intense electron beam is used to form a virtual cathode downstream of the anode is referred to either as a reflex triode or as a collective ion accelerator, depending on whether one is interested in bulk operating characteristics or peak ion energies. We consider some of the factors involved with use of such an ion generator as an injector for conventional acceleration configurations. The broader subject of intense ion beam generation has been very adequately covered in recent review papers 1,2,3 and will not be detailed further here.
In this paper, we will first review simulation results we have obtained on the acceleration process. These are compared with a model for both the transport and high peak energies. Finally the results of a scaled calculation are discussed in which the selfconsistent ion beam is injected into an induction accelerator model.
Theory
The simulation model for the drift region consists of a dense plasma cylinder through which a cold relativistic electron beam is injected. The There are many issues which must be addressed before the ion generators discussed here will be fully satisfactory as pulsed injectors. The primary characteristic is that self-consistent collective effects dominate all aspects of the process, including extraction from a dense plasma, acceleration through the virtual cathode and subsequent propagation and acceleration downstream. Space limitations prohibit a more complete discussion of these interesting topics, but they cannot be ignored. They lead to a characteristic profile for the ion beam, characteristic energy distributions, and dynamics which are dominated by the self-fields of the ensemble. These may be exploited, as in electrostatic and Robertson lenses, but any serious applications require a full treatment of them.
We conclude with a simple, illustrative example employing a four gap induction accelerator. The parameters and dimensions are purely generic. Further, no external fields were used for transport or pulse shaping. The intrinsic characteristics of this configuration were probed by injecting a low current proton beam into it. The configurational and phase space character can be seen in Fig. 5 , a snapshot taken at w pt = 500. Next, an intense ion beam was generated in the manner described earlier and allowed to propagate into the accelerator. The injected ion energy for both high and low current cases with 2.0 MeV. Fig. 6 
